Magnetoencephalographic mapping: basic of a new functional risk profile in the selection of patients with cortical brain lesions.
Surgical management of cortical lesions adjacent to or within the eloquent cerebral cortex requires a critical risk: benefit analysis of the procedure before intervention. This study introduced a measure of surgical risk, based on preoperative magnetoencephalographic (MEG) sensory and motor mapping, and tested its value in predicting surgical morbidity. Forty patients (21 men and 19 women; mean age, 36.5 yr) with cortical lesions (12 arteriovenous malformations and 28 tumors) in the vicinity of the sensorimotor cortex were classified into high-, medium-, or low-risk categories by using the MEG-defined functional risk profile (FRP). This was based on the minimal distance between the lesion margin and the sensory and motor MEG sources, superimposed on a magnetic resonance imaging scan. Case management decisions were based on the MEG mapping-derived FRP in combination with biopsy pathological findings, radiographic findings, and anatomic characteristics of the lesion. A recently developed protocol was used to transform MEG source locations into the stereotactic coordinate system. This procedure provided intraoperative access to MEG data in combination with stereotactic anatomic data displays routinely available on-line during surgery. It was determined that 11 patients diagnosed as having gliomas had high FRPs. The margin of the lesion was less than 4 mm from the nearest MEG dipole or involved the central sulcus directly. A nonoperative approach was used for six patients of this group, based on the MEG mapping-derived FRP. In the group with arteriovenous malformations, 6 of 12 patients with high or medium FRPs underwent nonoperative therapy. The remaining 28 patients, whose lesions showed satisfactory FRPs, underwent uneventful lesion resection, without postoperative neurological deficits. Our results suggest that MEG mapping-derived FRPs can serve as powerful tools for use in presurgical planning and during surgery.